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Testing for Input and Output Separability in Nebraska Agriculture Sector

Traditionally the role of separability in system of demand functions has been the subject of
numerous analyses, with few directed toward systems of supply functions. Separability an important
property of production, confirms the existence of aggregation in variables and the decentralization
of decision making. Separability implies that marginal rates of substitution between pair of inputs
(outputs) in the separated group are independent of the levels of inputs (outputs) outside the group.
Weak separability in the estimation of a systems of demand functions was first explored by
Sono(196 1) and Leontief(1947) to deal with aggregation problems in consumer and producer theory
respectively. Berndt and Christensen(l973) employed the cost function to test the existence of capital
aggregate assuming a labor aggregate in US manufacturing industry. In another study, they test the
existence of a labor aggregate assuming a capital aggregate. Woodland(1976) employed a variable
profit function and retested the hypothesis employing a translog production function to investigate
the permissibility of aggregation(separabi1ity)of inputs. Recent work has been carried out in regards
to the separability aspect but no aggregation (separability) test has been performed for both inputs
and outputs in the primal approach.
To capture technological advances in the production of different outputs and improved input usage
an inputsloutput separability assumption is used. This general assumption is very rarely tested leading
to potential bias in the estimates. To overcome this, weak separability needs to be estimated and
tested by a system of demand (supply) functions generated by output maximization (input
minimization) subject to an expenditure constraint.
Traditionally the iterative seemingly unrelated regression (ITSUR) estimation of input demand
functions eliminates the aggregation problem in inputs for given output production. Similarly
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estimation of output supply functions in the framework of demand hnctions is expected to eliminate
the aggregation problem in outputs. The separability conditions summarized by this restriction can
be tested by any one of three demand systems: Almost Ideal demand system (AIDS), the Translog
demand system and the Rotterdam demand system.
The major objective of the analysis is to test for separability in multiple-input, multiple-output
production technology (input requirement technology) using a primal approach. The time series
properties of the null hypothesis of unit roots versus a null hypothesis of stationarity is carried out
prior to the estimation. In the second section models describing unit roots and separability are
presented. Brief description of construction of the output and input data is presented in the third
section. An empirical application to the Nebraska agriculture sector is used to estimate and test for
unit roots and separability property. The results and conclusion are presented in the final section.

Separability and Unit Root Econometric Models
Production (Input requirement) function and Separability:
One way of specifling a multi-output, multi-input production technology is to assume that inputs
and outputs are non-allocable. One observes only total quantities of input index vector X
(XI.......X,)

E RN+
used

=

in the production of output index vector Y= (Y, .......YM)E RM+.An explicit

production technology assuming input-output separability can be represented as:
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The other assumptions like positive1, linear homogenous function2 with neutral technical change and
profit maximization, convexity3 of the input requirement set and concavity4 of the production function
is assumed. Output(input) separability can be represented by an output(input) set in terms of a singleoutput(input) index and multi-input(output) index as:
P(X)

Y : X can produce Y, X  Þ N

L (Y)

X : Y produced by X, Y  Þ M

(2)

The main reason for the distinction of input/output representation is to test for aggregation in input
and output indexes. A translog function approximation is represented for the output and input set
along with time capturing the technological change as:
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The assumptions of constant returns to scale, homogeneity, symmetry impose the following
restrictions in both cases:
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The logarithmic marginal productivity (input requirement condition) is
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P(X) > 0 for X » 0J ; L(Y) > 0 for Y » 0G,B ;
P(X) = P(X) for 0, X0 ; L(Y) = L(Y) for 0, Y0 ;
L[Y1 + (1-)Y2 ]   L(Y1) + (1-) L(Y2)
P[X1 + (1-)X2]   P(X1) + (1-) P(X2)
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The conditions for inputs {i&j} to be functionally separable from input k is that the first and second
derivatives of Y (X) should satisfy the following condition:
Yi Yj k

Yj Yi k

0

(6)

Testing for Unit roots:
The classical methods used to test economic data for time series properties have not been able to
draw standard conclusions. This requires the need to perform and compare the null hypothesis of
stationary [Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt and Shin(KPSS)] as well as null hypothesis of a unit root
[augmented Dickey Fuller(ADF) and Phillips-Perron(PP) tests]. The time series property of unit
roots and stationarity was tested for output and input variables before estimating the model since it
has implication for economic theory and modeling. The ADF test statistic is based on two forms of
OLS regression estimation results from suitably specified regression equations:
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where (A) is with constant, no-trend and (B) is with constant, trend. P is the number of lagged terms
to ensure the errors are uncorrelated. The null hypothesis to be tested is 1 = 0.
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PP (1988) developed a generalization to the DF procedure, which is nonparametric with respect
to nuisance parameters allowing for a wide class of weakly depended and possibly heterogeneously
distribution data. The PP test is based on OLS regressions:
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with (A) and (B) definition similar to equation (7). The null hypothesis to be tested is 1=1. The
ADF and PP test take the presence of a unit root(a stochastic trend) in the time series as the null
hypothesis. In contrast, the approach of KPSS(1992) is to take the presence of a deterministic
trend(absence of a unit root or stochastic trend) as the null hypothesis. For the time series Yt two
forms of stationarity can be tested from the regression equation:
Yt
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(9)

where rt is stochastic and follows random walk, error terms u t are white noise with mean 0, variance
*u2 and the initial value r0. The null hypothesis to be tested is Ho: *u2 = 0.

Nebraska Input and Output Data
The input and output quantity indexes have been constructed by accounting for quantity and
quality changes, the details of which are present in Shaik(1998). The input and output data for
Nebraska agriculture sector spans the period 1936-94. The five aggregated, output quantity indexes
are constructed from 22 commodities including 10 livestock commodities, 7 field crops and 5 oils and
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vegetable crops. Similarly five aggregated input quantity indexes were also constructed from 25
variables including 4 farm equipments, 4 farm real estate including building and structures, 4 breeding
livestock, 2 types of farm labor and 11 intermediate inputs in the computation of productivity
measures representing the differential technological changes occurring in crop and livestock sectors.
Outputs
The outputs were regrouped into food grains(FOG), feed crops(FEC), vegetable and oil crops(VO),
meat animals(MA), poultry and other livestock including milk, honey and wool production(PO).
Annual data on crop production [yield per acre times total harvested acres for each crop] and prices
received by the farmers were used in the construction of an output Theil-Tornquist quantity index.
Similarly for livestock commodities the quantity estimates [pounds of meat produced] and average
prices per pound were used in the construction of livestock quantity indexes.
Inputs
Particular emphasis was given in the construction of farm equipment(FE), breeding livestock(BLS),
farm real estate(FRE), farm labor(FL) and intermediate inputs(INT) with different methods needed
in the construction of indexes for each group to account for quantity and quality changes. In the case
of farm equipment, a perpetual inventory method was used in the construction of capital stock for
four assets to account quantity changes, aggregated by rental value reflecting their marginal products
in the construction of a quantity index. In the case of breeding livestock, the number of breeding
livestock on January 1 was used as a measure of capital stock. The rental value was used as shares,
with zero depreciation [as the value of the calf is approximately the same as that of the cull cow sent
for slaughter at the end of the life period, so depreciation is assumed zero since the farmer has neither
gained nor lost] in the construction of breeding livestock quantity index. In the case of farm real
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estate, three types of land[non-irrigated, irrigated and pastures] and value of building and structures
are included. The acres of land and value of the structures, used as quantity was aggregated by statelevel cash rents and rental value respectively to obtain a farm real estate quantity index.
An implicit quantity index [logarithmic difference between the rate of change in expenditures and
price index] was calculated as the differences between the rate of change in expenditures and
producer price index, share weighted by the expenditures.
To account for quantity changes in agriculture labor’s contribution to agriculture production, data
was compiled on hours worked for hired labor and unpaid and family labor along with the wage rate
for hired labor was used. Wage compensation was used as shares in the aggregation of the farm labor
quantity index.

Empirical Application to Nebraska Agriculture Sector
The empirical results are based on time series data for shares and quantity indexes of 5 outputs
(meat animals, poultry, food grains, feed crops and vegetable & oils) and 5 inputs (farm equipment,
breeding livestock, farm real estate, farm labor and intermediate inputs) for Nebraska agriculture
sector. The results of unit roots and stationarity analysis are presented in table 1.
Results from table 1 indicate the breeding livestock quantity index to be stationary, since we can
reject the unit root and cannot reject the level stationarity. Six times series data appear to be
nonstationary, since we cannot reject the unit root but can reject the level stationarity (farm real estate
index and meat animal share) and trend stationarity(farm labor, vegetable and oils index and farm
labor and vegetable and oils share). Two series (meat animals quantity index and meat animal share)
appear to be stationary since we can reject the PP unit roots. The feed crops quantity index appear
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to be nonstationary. Three series(food grain index, farm real estate and poultry share) appear to be
stationary, since we can reject the ADF unit roots and cannot reject the level stationarity(food grains
index and farm real estate share) and trend stationarity(poultry). The rest of the series seem
ambagious since we cannot reject either unit roots or the level and trend stationarity. We conclude
that the data are not sufficiently informative to distinguish between these hypothesis.
Overall except for the breeding livestock quantity index all other indexes and shares have unit
roots, but with first difference all the variables were stationary except for the farm equipment index
and the vegetable and oils share. On second difference even these were stationary.
Given the homogeneity and symmetry restrictions, 18 unknown parameters need to be estimated
in a system of equations based on iterative seemingly unrelated regression(ITSUR). Unlike the
traditional separability condition, here we impose separability between two (i & j) variables from the
other(k) variables. Estimates of 15 unknown nonlinear parameters for 10 combinations of separability
are presented in table 2 for inputs and table 3 for outputs.
Under the null hypothesis, with degrees of freedom equal to number of nonlinear restrictions,
separability in outputs/inputs are tested by the likelihood ratio test statistic LR = 2 (unrestricted
model - restricted model). The LR test statistics are also presented in table 2 for outputs and table
3 for inputs. The separability restrictions tested at the point of approximation cannot be rejected in
both output and input variables so the data appear to support aggregation in output and inputs.
In the case of inputs, the group (farm equipment and breeding livestock) is explicitly separable from
farm real estate, farm labor and intermediate inputs. Similarly other input and output separability
restrictions can be explained. Given this startling result of separability, extended research needs to
be done with hypothesis testing of separability between specific input and output variables. An
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extension would be to test for separability between specific outputs and inputs.

Conclusions
This paper examines two issues. The first issue, test for time series properties of unit roots for input,
output shares and quantity indexes. Here a comparison is drawn between the null hypothesis of unit
roots and null hypothesis of stationarity, with seven of the twenty variables acknowledging both
hypothesis. With regard to the issue of separability, our findings support the aggregation of
input/output quantity indexes.
Further possible extensions to this study, would be to examine individual separability analysis,
compute the Morishima elasticity of substitution to explain the same. In another extension, one could
estimate the bias in the output and input technologies. From the econometric point of view, Monte
Carlo simulations can be performed to generate a confidence interval for time series properties.
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